Late Breaking Revision Requests
For initial review at the NEMSIS V3 Implementation Meeting (Aug 20, 21) at Deer Valley Utah and follow-up review during two V3 Implementation Conference Calls
Requested Revision Voting

• Please vote (using the following options) after discussion of each topic:
  – **AGILE**: Request should move forward. Information necessary to resolve the request is available.
  – **DEFER**: Request should be deferred to a future revision. Revision has merit, but is too complex, too extensive, missing needed information to include in v3.5.0.
  – **DECLINE**: Request should not move forward or be reconsidered.

Current Available Voting

- **Left Side:** Voting results based on V3 Implementation Meeting Workgroup in Deer Valley.
- **Right Side:** Voting results from last two V3 Implementation calls
Revise: eTimes (ID LB-1)

• eTimes.09 – Unit Left Scene Date/Time

• Change: Modify Definition:
  • Current: The date/time the responding unit left the scene with a patient (started moving).
  • Proposed: The date/time the responding unit left the scene (started moving).

– Comment: Requested by Kevin Putnam, discussed on DMC Listserv.
Revise: dContact (ID LB-2)

• Deprecate dContact section
  – Move: dContact.05 through.12 to dAgency
  – Move: dContact.01 to dPersonnel
  – Deprecate: dContact.02 through .04
  – Move: dContact.EMSMedicalDirectorGroup to dPersonnel
  – Comment: Requested by Chip Cooper (see next slide)
Move all of these to dAgency as the agency needs a single contact that is just tied to the agency. Currently it is impossible to produce "the" address, phone, email, web address for an agency because of the dContact setup and 0:M group option.

Add this to dPersonnel

Already collected in dPersonel

Move group to dPersonel to work with Agency Contact type
Revise: eAirway (ID LB-3)

- eAirway.04 - Airway Device Placement Confirmed Method
  - Change: Add value
    - Chest Rise
  - Comment: Requested by Chip Cooper: “A standard confirmation method”.
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Revise: eAirway (ID LB-4)

- Move eAirway section
  - Move: eAirway section to the eProcedures section
  - Comment: Requested by Chip Cooper: “Completion is ‘spotty’ because procedures must be documented twice”.
Addition of a Gateway Element (ID LB-5)

• Add a new element
  – Comment: New element would identify “high priority” activations that could facilitate surveillance and could easily “trigger” appropriate business rules. Possible values include:
    • Possible Opioid Overdose
    • Severe Trauma
    • STEMI
    • Stroke
    • Cardiac Arrest

(Possibly promote eOther.02 to National for this purpose and add some values) Requested by several DMC members. Details by David Newton (3/8/2018)
Revise: eSituation (ID LB-6)

- eSituation.16 - Patient's Occupation
  - Change: Update value; fix link:
    - OLD: 2816015 Education, Training, and Library Occupations
    - NEW: Educational Instruction and Library Occupations
Revise: eDisposition (ID LB-7)

• **eDisposition.23** - Hospital Capability
  - **Add Value:** Labor and Delivery
  - **Comment:** eDisposition.24 provide an option for Obstetrics pre-arrival instruction. Would also need to add to dFacility.04 (requested by David Newton)
Revise: eVitals (ID LB-8)

- **eVitals.33** - Revised Trauma Score
  
  - Revise Data Element Comment:
    
    - **OLD**: The Revised Trauma Score is a physiological scoring system that is based on the first set of vital signs obtained from the patient, and consists of Glasgow Coma Scale, Systolic Blood Pressure and Respiratory Rate.
    
    - **NEW**: The **Unweighted** Revised Trauma Score is a physiological scoring system that is based on the first set of vital signs obtained from the patient, and consists of Glasgow Coma Scale, Systolic Blood Pressure and Respiratory Rate.
  
  - **Comment**: Clarification requested by Josh Legler
Revise: dAgency (ID LB-9)

- dAgency.16 and dAgency.17 - Hospital Capability
  - Revise XSD:
    - OLD:
      ```xml
      <xs:element name="dAgency.16" nillable="true"
        id="dAgency.TotalPrimaryServiceSizeArea">
        <xs:annotation>
          <xs:documentation>
            <definition>
              <nemesisTacDoc>
                ...
            </nemesisTacDoc>
          </xs:documentation>
        </xs:annotation>
      </xs:element>
      ...
      ```
    - NEW:
      ```xml
      <xs:element name="dAgency.15" type="Year"
        id="dAgency.StatisticalCalendarYear">
        <xs:annotation>
          <xs:documentation>
            <nemesisTacDoc>
              ...
          </xs:documentation>
        </xs:annotation>
      </xs:element>
      ...
      ```
    - Comment: Clarification requested by Josh Legler
Revise: eOther (ID LB-10)

- **eOther.15** - Signature Status
  - Deprecate Value:
    - 4515029 - Refused
    - Comment: Already have 4515019 - Not Signed - Refused (requested by David Saylor 8/24/2018)
  - Consider:
    - Not Signed - Patient in Spinal Precautions
    - Not Signed - Appears to be Under the Influence of an Intoxicant
    - Not Signed - Biohazard/Contamination
    - Not Signed - Cardiac Arrest
    - Not Signed - Combative or Uncooperative
    - Not Signed - Illiterate (Unable to Read)
    - Not Signed - Intubation
    - Not Signed - Quadriplegic
    - Not Signed - Sedated
    - Not Signed - Unresponsive to Verbal Requests
    - Not Signed - Severe Weakness
    - Not Signed - Restrained
Revise: eProcedure (ID LB-11)

- **eProcedure.03** – Procedure
  - Change Data Type
    - OLD: xs:integer
    - NEW: xs:long
  - Comment: Needed to support element restriction increase from 1000000000 to 999999999999999 made during 3.3.4 to 3.4.0 revision. (requested by David Saylor 6/1/2017)
Revise: eOther (ID LB-12)

- eOther.EMSCrewMemberGroup
- Change: Add element
  - Cause of Injury

  - Comment: Current fields do not record type of injury (i.e., lift-related injury, assault, needle sticks) (Requested by Anne Vossbrink).
Revise: ePatient (ID LB-13)

- ePatient.18 (Patient’s Phone Number)
- ePatient.12 (Social Security Number)
- Add: PN Value
  - 8801023 - Unable to Complete

  - Comment: Submitted by Dan Vanorny: “we have had a couple of requests lately asking about adding a Pertinent Negative to ePatient.18”
Finished with Late Breakers! Thank you!